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Blockchain Bites: SEC greenlights Ether ETFs, Celsius turns up
the heat on customer clawbacks, US House passes crypto laws,
COPA v Wright Judgment Published, ASIC v BPS on CAR
agreements

Michael Bacina, Steven Pettigrove, Tim Masters, Jake Huang, Luke Higgins & Luke
Misthos of the Piper Alderman Blockchain Group bring you the latest legal, regulatory
and project updates in Blockchain and Digital Law.

SEC greenlights Ether ETFs

In a significant development for the blockchain ecosystem, the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has given
the greenlight to key regulatory filings for Spot Ether (ETH) exchange-traded funds (ETFs). This milestone represents a
significant step toward regulated funds offering the second-largest cryptocurrency by global market capitalisation, ETH.

The SEC’s stance on Ether ETFs has undergone a remarkable shift. Earlier this year, the agency cleared spot Bitcoin ETFs
but seemed less engaged with Ether ETF issuers. Recent days have seen a change in approach, leading to the approval of
the “19b-4” filings.

However, before investors can start trading these ETFs, there’s a crucial next step. While the 19b-4 forms have been
blessed, the final approval hinges on the regulator’s assessment of S-1 documents filed by the prospective ETF issuers. The
list of potential Ether ETF issuers includes heavyweights like BlackRock, Fidelity, Grayscale, VanEck, Franklin Templeton,
Ark/21Shares, and Invesco/Galaxy.

Naturally, many predict that there will be a time gap before S-1 form approvals and actual ETF trading. While history
suggests this could take months, some experts lean toward a shorter timeline, measured in weeks.

Like most “positive” news in cryptocurrency circles, the SEC move has been met with plenty of hype on social media, with
many investors believing the news will send various tokens to new all time highs:

https://www.sec.gov/files/tm/lk87adfs99.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/tm/lk87adfs99.pdf
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/us-approves-first-spot-bitcoin-etfs
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2024/05/23/sec-approves-spot-ether-etf-listing-still-needs-to-approve-products/
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However, noting the price of ETH has risen approximately 30% in the last 7 days according to CoinGecko at the time of
writing, others believe that ETH will likely not see anywhere near as much positive movement as some investors may be

https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/ethereum
https://www.coingecko.com/en/coins/ethereum
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hoping for several reasons:

The SEC’s nod to Ether ETF filings is significant, but the road to trading remains contingent on further approvals. Industry
watchers will be eyeing Edgar (the SEC filing platform) closely as Ethereum inches closer to trading on mainstream
markets through ETFs.

Written by Luke Higgins and Steven Pettigrove

 

Celsius turns up the heat on customer clawbacks
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The Litigation Administrator for the bankrupt crypto exchange and lending platform Celsius has started issuing demand
emails to former customers who made net withdrawals from Celsius greater than USD$100,000 in the 90 days prior to
Celsius’ bankruptcy filing date (Withdrawal Preference Exposure). The Administrator is seeking to rely on broad
preference rules under the US Bankruptcy Code to clawback withdrawals in the lead up to the exchange’s collapse and
ultimate bankruptcy filing on 13 July 2022.

The Celsius’ bankruptcy administrators have previously made a number of offers to customers with preference exposure to
settle clawback claims. The administrators had previously presented creditors with the choice of:

paying back 27.5% of their net withdrawals to settle any clawback actions (an offer that it later sweetened to1.
13.75% of the amount claim); or
obtain a court order ruling that the creditor has no preference liability to Celsius; or2.
resolve their Withdrawal Preference Exposure with the Litigation Administrator before receiving any distributions3.
under Celsius’ Reorganization Plan (Reorg Plan).

Those who did not take up the settlement offer (i.e. Option 1 above) are now being threatened with preference claims in
the Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York if they do not return the preference amount claimed within 30
days. Those who choose to settle will receive a general unsecured claim in the Celsius estate. The value of those claims is
not yet clear, although Celsius had previously projected recoveries equivalent to around 67 cents on the dollar, subject to
the claim type. We are not aware of Celsius having issued any guidance updating those projections.

There a number of potential defences to preference claims under the US bankruptcy code. Depending on their individual
circumstances, some creditor may be able to rely on one of these clawback defences to defeat a preference claim, although
this remains a live issue. For now, the Litigation Administrator is arguing that no defences will apply.

Given the Litigation Administrators’ 30 day deadline – there is now about 20 days left – creditors will need to assess their
options, which may involve seeking legal advice from experienced legal counsel on their potential defences and settlement
options.

Piper Alderman is liaising with experienced US counsel on developments in the Celsius bankruptcy and offering assistance
to Australian-based customers who may be affected by clawback claims.

Written by Jake Huang and Steven Pettigrove

US House passes crypto laws and President Biden pulls back from veto…

The United States Congress has recently had a flurry of crypto action, with legislation passed which would overturn the US
Securities and Exchanges Commission’s (SEC) rule (also known as the SEC’s Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 121, or SAB
121) and a new framework for crypto assets, the Financial Innovation and Technology for the 21st Century Act (FIT 21)
proposed and passing the House this morning Australia time.

SAB121

SAB 121 is an administrative rule promulgated by the SEC which requires that businesses account for crypto on their
balance sheet as an asset and a corresponding liability, effectively preventing highly regulated financial firms, such as
banks, from providing custodial services to hold cryptocurrencies for clients, because banks must hold regulatory capital
which is calculated with reference to their balance sheets and the volatile nature of crypto-assets means the regulatory
capital management requirements are commercially impossible if crypto is held on balance sheet. Put another way, this
accounting rule, if it applied to any other asset, would cause custody to be commercially impossible. The legislation passed
with a resounding vote of 60 to 38, demonstrating strong bipartisan support with numerous democrats joining the vote.

Notwithstanding the majority vote in the Senate, the White House had made clear that if the bill comes across the desk of
President Biden, it will be vetoed. Under the US Constitution, the President can veto a bill which has been passed by the
House of Representatives and the Senate.

https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-customer-clawbacks-coming-as-creditors-confirm-reorg-plan
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-customer-clawbacks-coming-as-creditors-confirm-reorg-plan
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-customer-clawbacks-coming-as-creditors-confirm-reorg-plan
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-customer-clawbacks-coming-as-creditors-confirm-reorg-plan
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-creditors-feeling-the-heat-over-preference-claims
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-creditors-feeling-the-heat-over-preference-claims
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.cases-cr.stretto-services.com%2Fc%2FeJw0zd1qtDAQxvGriWfKzGTU5CAHy7tvSkHaQq8gJmNX0FVM-nH5ZZfuc_jwg39yMHXCWInDHlvTo9W2ujgIxhqMYGBC3dHUs0GtreYpdinEUM2OgBha7LCFVlMDCZjD2AmEHsSOiiGGLLmOR5PLIaVsdZbja46Sm7it1eIupexZ6ZMir8jf9YPehCK_f47LHBX5H7SoyCP2bBX5t-H_6fz88vT--AA1EBv4G9pmT1N1uC1JKdJ8h6ti-FjDvNzbxQ2v_-qzrOGa6uFGjpp-AwAA__9-cE3c&data=05%7C02%7Cjhuang%40piperalderman.com.au%7C2539040d8f554b16fe8708dc785fd206%7Ce521752256d84996a821424b64e13cfd%7C0%7C0%7C638517600138462128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=59LLTHxnHqOdZ3nZf6ak5XVAs9uqUw8Ftfvvcx1MM5U%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.cases-cr.stretto-services.com%2Fc%2FeJw0zd1qtDAQxvGriWfKzGTU5CAHy7tvSkHaQq8gJmNX0FVM-nH5ZZfuc_jwg39yMHXCWInDHlvTo9W2ujgIxhqMYGBC3dHUs0GtreYpdinEUM2OgBha7LCFVlMDCZjD2AmEHsSOiiGGLLmOR5PLIaVsdZbja46Sm7it1eIupexZ6ZMir8jf9YPehCK_f47LHBX5H7SoyCP2bBX5t-H_6fz88vT--AA1EBv4G9pmT1N1uC1JKdJ8h6ti-FjDvNzbxQ2v_-qzrOGa6uFGjpp-AwAA__9-cE3c&data=05%7C02%7Cjhuang%40piperalderman.com.au%7C2539040d8f554b16fe8708dc785fd206%7Ce521752256d84996a821424b64e13cfd%7C0%7C0%7C638517600138462128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=59LLTHxnHqOdZ3nZf6ak5XVAs9uqUw8Ftfvvcx1MM5U%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.cases-cr.stretto-services.com%2Fc%2FeJw0zd1qtDAQxvGriWfKzGTU5CAHy7tvSkHaQq8gJmNX0FVM-nH5ZZfuc_jwg39yMHXCWInDHlvTo9W2ujgIxhqMYGBC3dHUs0GtreYpdinEUM2OgBha7LCFVlMDCZjD2AmEHsSOiiGGLLmOR5PLIaVsdZbja46Sm7it1eIupexZ6ZMir8jf9YPehCK_f47LHBX5H7SoyCP2bBX5t-H_6fz88vT--AA1EBv4G9pmT1N1uC1JKdJ8h6ti-FjDvNzbxQ2v_-qzrOGa6uFGjpp-AwAA__9-cE3c&data=05%7C02%7Cjhuang%40piperalderman.com.au%7C2539040d8f554b16fe8708dc785fd206%7Ce521752256d84996a821424b64e13cfd%7C0%7C0%7C638517600138462128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=59LLTHxnHqOdZ3nZf6ak5XVAs9uqUw8Ftfvvcx1MM5U%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.cases-cr.stretto-services.com%2Fc%2FeJw0zd1qtDAQxvGriWfKzGTU5CAHy7tvSkHaQq8gJmNX0FVM-nH5ZZfuc_jwg39yMHXCWInDHlvTo9W2ujgIxhqMYGBC3dHUs0GtreYpdinEUM2OgBha7LCFVlMDCZjD2AmEHsSOiiGGLLmOR5PLIaVsdZbja46Sm7it1eIupexZ6ZMir8jf9YPehCK_f47LHBX5H7SoyCP2bBX5t-H_6fz88vT--AA1EBv4G9pmT1N1uC1JKdJ8h6ti-FjDvNzbxQ2v_-qzrOGa6uFGjpp-AwAA__9-cE3c&data=05%7C02%7Cjhuang%40piperalderman.com.au%7C2539040d8f554b16fe8708dc785fd206%7Ce521752256d84996a821424b64e13cfd%7C0%7C0%7C638517600138462128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=59LLTHxnHqOdZ3nZf6ak5XVAs9uqUw8Ftfvvcx1MM5U%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Femail.cases-cr.stretto-services.com%2Fc%2FeJw0zd1qtDAQxvGriWfKzGTU5CAHy7tvSkHaQq8gJmNX0FVM-nH5ZZfuc_jwg39yMHXCWInDHlvTo9W2ujgIxhqMYGBC3dHUs0GtreYpdinEUM2OgBha7LCFVlMDCZjD2AmEHsSOiiGGLLmOR5PLIaVsdZbja46Sm7it1eIupexZ6ZMir8jf9YPehCK_f47LHBX5H7SoyCP2bBX5t-H_6fz88vT--AA1EBv4G9pmT1N1uC1JKdJ8h6ti-FjDvNzbxQ2v_-qzrOGa6uFGjpp-AwAA__9-cE3c&data=05%7C02%7Cjhuang%40piperalderman.com.au%7C2539040d8f554b16fe8708dc785fd206%7Ce521752256d84996a821424b64e13cfd%7C0%7C0%7C638517600138462128%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=59LLTHxnHqOdZ3nZf6ak5XVAs9uqUw8Ftfvvcx1MM5U%3D&reserved=0
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/celsius-creditors-feeling-the-heat-over-preference-claims
https://www.sec.gov/oca/staff-accounting-bulletin-121
https://www.sec.gov/oca/staff-accounting-bulletin-121
https://www.congress.gov/bill/118th-congress/house-bill/4763
https://zachrwong.info/a-comprehensive-explanation-of-sab-121-and-how-it-prevents-safe-crypto-custody/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/SAP-HJRes109.pdf
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President Biden has until 28 May to enact his threatened veto, which can itself be overturned by a supermajority vote in
the Senate (which is not likely to happen). Reporting is now suggesting that the President will not use his veto on this law.

Advocates for H.J.Res. 109 assert that overturning SAB 121 is vital for consumer protection. The SEC’s recent approval of
several spot Bitcoin ETFs, which are predominantly held by a few institutions, creates centralisation risks. H.J.Res. 109
aims to break these barriers, enabling more regulated institutions to custody Bitcoin for customers.

FIT21

In a parallel move, 60 crypto firms, including Coinbase, Kraken, and Andreessen Horowitz, have thrown their support
behind FIT21. This bill seeks to establish a comprehensive regulatory framework for digital assets, shifting significant
oversight responsibilities to the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and away from the SEC.

The bill also aims to modernise the regulatory landscape, making it more suitable for the technological advancements in
the crypto space. These firms argue that current US securities laws, which were designed nearly a century ago, are not
equipped to handle the speed and complexity of digital asset transactions and the regulation-by-enforcement approach of
the SEC has been heavily criticised while there is no meaningful path to compliance. FIT 21 is seen by many as a necessary
step to provide clear rules and promote innovation while ensuring consumer protection.

Some in crypto have said it is a start, and some have been sharper in criticism, saying it doesn’t address the core issue that

https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/us-approves-first-spot-bitcoin-etfs
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/us-approves-first-spot-bitcoin-etfs
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crypto doesn’t fit into existing laws.

The White House has indicated overnight that Biden will not veto this law if it passes Congress, despite being opposed to
its passage generally. The law will now move onto the Senate where Democrat Whips have been rousing opposition but a
growing base of Democrats are giving possible support with 71 Democrats in the House voting the law through.

What’s Next?

The convergence of these legislative efforts highlights the growing recognition of the need for updated regulations in the
rapidly evolving crypto industry. While Australia contends with a new slew of AML/CTF reforms and the recently
implemented digital ID bill, we remain well behind the US with respect to crypto reform, with ASIC enforcing traditional
financial services laws, and no real attempt in ongoing policy discussions to deal with a the core issue of when a token
would be (or not) a financial product.

As Australia is likely to follow the ilk of the United States, the upcoming weeks could provide significant insight into
Australia’s own future given that we often follow the US lead.

Written by Michael Bacina, Steven Pettigrove, and Luke Misthos

 

COPA v Wright Judgment Published: Details on how Wright is wrong

https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2024/05/SAP-HR4763.pdf
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/australia-kicks-off-2nd-consultation-on-aml-ctf-reforms
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/digital-id-bills-passed
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The UK High Court of Justice has published a 231 page judgment which is nothing short of a scathing critique of Dr Craig
Wright’s claims that he is Satoshi Nakamoto, the mysterious creator of Bitcoin.

Following repeated lawsuits by Dr Wright against others, and assertions that he owned the copyright in the Bitcoin
Whitepaper, the Crypto Open Patent Alliance (COPA) sued Dr Wright, seeking declarations that Dr Wright was not
Nakamoto. The case was important as it impacts several cases which Dr Wright has brought against others, including
members of COPA.

In March, Justice Mellor delivered an oral judgment, finding for COPA and slamming Dr Wright. This judgment sets out in
painstaking detail the inconsistencies in Dr Wright’s evidence and assertions that he is Nakamoto, starting with a bold
assessment of Dr Wright’s honesty with Justice Mellor saying:

Dr Wright presents himself as an extremely clever person. However, in my judgment, he is not nearly as clever as he thinks
he is. In both his written evidence and in days of oral evidence under cross-examination, I am entirely satisfied that Dr
Wright lied to the Court extensively and repeatedly.

On the question of Nakamoto and the litany of lawsuits started by Dr Wright against those who stated he was not
Nakamoto:

Satoshi Nakamoto was and remains a pseudonym….having heard all the evidence in this Trial, …it is likely that a number
of people contributed to the creation of Bitcoin…

I consider it is likely that the real Satoshi would never have set out to prove in litigation that he actually was Satoshi and
certainly not in the way that Dr Wright attempted to do so.

The discrepancies in Dr Wright’s initial defence and later documents produced by Dr Wright was noted:

his Defence is notable for referring largely to documents which were made public by Satoshi. Bearing in mind the number
of documents Dr Wright later disclosed as supporting his claim to be Satoshi, it is notable that the Defence did not make
reference to any of them.

Many of those later documents were concluded to be altered or otherwise suspect. Much of the judgment recounted the
chronology of Dr Wright’s lawsuits and claims to be Nakamoto. The Court went into detail on a number of documents
found to be forgeries and dissected how Dr Wright had modified documents. Ultimately His Honour said:

It is sometimes said that a good lie contains a kernel of truth. In my judgment, on many and frequent occasions, Dr Wright
adhered to this proposition. I sensed there was often something in his answer which was true, but the answer as a whole
was a plain lie or not an answer to the question put.

The Court repeated the declarations made at the end of the trial, that:

Dr Wright is not the author of the Bitcoin White Paper.1.
Dr Wright is not the person who adopted or operated under the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto in the period2.
between 2008 and 2011.
Dr Wright is not the person who created the Bitcoin system.3.
Dr Wright is not the author of the initial versions of the Bitcoin Software.4.

An appeal by Dr Wright is highly likely, and it will take some time for the ramifications of this decision to flow through to
other cases, but it will be greeted by most of the crypto world favourably by drawing a line under several ongoing disputes,
and ending at least one man’s claims to be the creator of bitcoin.

Written by Michael Bacina and Steven Pettigrove

 

ASIC v BPS: time to book your CAR agreement in for a service?

It has been just a few weeks since the Federal Court decision in ASIC v BPS Financial Pty Ltd (Qoin) was handed down,
and industry professionals are continuing to weigh in on the consequences of the decision. The case is ASIC’s first court
win relating to a crypto-asset wallet, but also provides court guidance on what is a “facility” in the context of a non-cash
payment facility (NCPF) and the scope of the exemptions from holding an AFSL in the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).

The “authorised representative” exemption allows a person or entity to provide a financial service under the Corporations
Act on behalf of the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) as the authorised representative of the

https://www.judiciary.uk/judgments/copa-v-wright/
https://www.coindesk.com/policy/2024/03/14/craig-wright-not-satoshi-didnt-author-bitcoin-whitepaper-judge-rules/
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/when-wright-is-wrong-uk-court-rules-australian-is-not-satoshi-nakamoto
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/4myffyny/24-090mr-asic-v-bps-financial-pty-ltd-2024-fca-457.pdf
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/federal-court-s-decision-flips-qoin-but-clarifies-the-regulatory-perimeter
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/federal-court-s-decision-flips-qoin-but-clarifies-the-regulatory-perimeter
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/federal-court-s-decision-flips-qoin-but-clarifies-the-regulatory-perimeter
https://www.bitsofblocks.io/post/federal-court-s-decision-flips-qoin-but-clarifies-the-regulatory-perimeter
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license holder under a written agreement, without having to hold an AFSL itself.

AFSL holders often enter into what are known as “Corporate Authorised Representative Agreements”, referred to as CAR
agreements, with other entities within or outside of its own group structure for various reasons, including:

Business expansion – the AFSL holder may want to broaden their business operations geographically or in terms of1.
its service offerings;
Operational efficiency – the appointment of CARs allows AFSL holders to focus on core business activities while the2.
CARs handle specific services and interactions; and
Risk management – by distributing responsibilities and leveraging the specific experience of CARs, AFSL holders3.
can manage and mitigate certain risks.

Another exemption from holding an AFSL is the “intermediary authorisation exemption”, which allows a person to issue a
financial product pursuant to an “intermediary authorisation” arrangement, whereby the holder of an AFSL makes a
contractual offer to people to arrange for the provision of the actual financial product by the product issuer. This is usually
governed between the two parties by an “Intermediary Agreement” or an “Introducer/Referrer Agreement”.

BPS did not deny that it was carrying on a financial services business, accepting that the Qoin Wallet was a non-cash
payment facility. It may have been a more interesting decision had BPS sought to challenge this point. However, BPS
sought to rely on both the authorised representative exemption and the intermediary authorisation exemption by entering
into various CAR agreements and Intermediary Agreements with existing AFSL holders, Billzy Pty Ltd and PNI Financial
Services Pty Ltd.

On the other hand, ASIC argued that because BPS was the issuer of the relevant financial product, it was not providing
financial services as an “agent” of Billzy or PNI and therefore was not acting “as a representative of” or “on behalf of”, as
required by the above exemptions. Her Honour disagreed with ASIC’s contentions and stated that an AFSL holder was free
to determine the circumstances in which it will be prepared to authorise a person to act on its behalf.

Nonetheless, Her Honour ultimately found that BPS:

could rely on the authorised representative exemption for its arrangement with PNI during the term of the1.
arrangement as the terms of the CAR agreement properly authorised BPS to issue the relevant financial product
and to provide financial product advice in relation to it;
could not rely on the authorised representative exemption for its arrangements with Billzy as the specific language2.
of the CAR arrangement did not allow BPS to issue the relevant financial product (rather, merely arrange for it to
be issued); and
could not rely on the intermediary authorisation for its arrangements with Billzy as the language of the3.
Intermediary Agreement required the provider of the financial product (which was BPS) to be a separate entity to
the entity making offers for the relevant financial product.

The outcome of the case may call into question ASIC’s long-standing policy (which is outlined in Information Sheet 251 and
ASIC Regulatory Guide 36) that the authorised representation exemption is only available to persons acting as an “agent”
of the AFSL holder, but cannot be relied upon if the person is acting as a “principal” (i.e., by actually offering or issuing the
particular product). The decision will likely impact ASIC’s future approach to the application of the exemptions and the
interpretation of CAR agreements.

Beyond its potential implications to crypto wallet offerings, but noting that because BPS admitted the wallet was a
financial product the case has limited impact in that regard, the Federal Court’s decision is a useful reminder to licence
holders and their authorised representatives to review the scope of their CAR or Intermediary agreements very carefully
and ensure they understand the language of the contract.

Authorised representatives should take care to ensure that their CAR Agreement properly covers the financial services
they are providing and that they are indeed exempt from holding an AFSL themselves. Given the serious consequences of
carrying on an unlicensed financial services business, and the approach of ASIC in looking closely at crypto financial
service providers, it will often be prudent to seek external legal advice on the drafting of the relevant agreements to ensure
your CAR is roadworthy. Is it is time to book your CAR in for a service?

Written by Michael Bacina, Steven Pettigrove and Luke Higgins

https://asic.gov.au/for-finance-professionals/afs-licensees/applying-for-and-managing-an-afs-licence/licensing-certain-service-providers/afs-licensing-requirement-for-trustees-of-unregistered-managed-investment-schemes/
https://download.asic.gov.au/media/wdnk4aja/rg36-published-8-june-2016-20220328.pdf

